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Course Design
J. W. M. Kessels and T. Plomp

tac.j ls entry, “course design” is the term used for the 
the I a P'anntng process that is positioned between 
ment r§e'Scale strategie level of curriculum develop- 
ti0n ?nd small-scale operational level of instruc- 
from ®s'gn. this tactical level, the main goals 
are 0 he overall curriculum development outcomes 
ent»; ,®an'zec* in courses, that is, in comprehensive 
’nstru S • °bjectives, assessment instruments, and 
ProceCtl°na  ̂ strategies and materials. This planning 
anaiy 'S, lnv°ives analysis of the specific needs, the 
itUpig'15 °f favorable and inhibiting conditions for 
'nstrij111611131’011’ and selection and application of 
revie^1'?113* theor*es- The aim of this entry is to 
as We|| ae concepts and approaches to course design 
ediicatjo^ t'le' r aPPl'cat' on in formal and corporate

^Ith
tinctj 0uSh it sounds plausible to make clear dis- 
designns between curriculum development, course 
n°t sh anC* 'nstmctional planning, practice does
defj _ 
,l°nal

such clear separations and unambiguous
- *t'°ns- Gentry’s book Introduction to lnstruc-

on course
j j  o  u u u t v  i / u r  i / u w i - m y r t  t e

deSjgn D'elopment (Gentry 1994) focuses 
te mg , 3  0rn’szowski’s Designing Instructional Sys- 
deveio Omiszowski 1981) applies to curriculum 
2 desi*31116111 (hevel 1 design), course design (Level 
d e s i g n anc* t0 instructional planning (Level 3 
the chi f and Kazanas (1992 p. 4) state that
ettipioy a'm instructional design is to improve 
tionai ff- PerP°rmance so as to increase organiza- 
aim we heiency and/or effectiveness. This general
conc, would

ePt of apply to the more strategically used
itistrugf- UI curriculum development. However, the 
fits ij, '0na* Planning process they actually describe 
has bg COncept of course design, as well as what 
S ta tion .,‘n,dicated as instructional design on the 
titled (^na  ̂ (eveh Posner and Rudnitsky’s book is 
°Pment°frSe Des‘8n: A Guide to Curriculum Devel- 
•n fact *°r Teachers (Posner and Rudnitsky 1986). 
that ge’a ae*r fitiide helps teachers to plan instruction 
^ ta tio ^  t0Ward intended learning outcomes on the 
°f term 03' *eveh These examples show the variety 
differem USed and ^ow the various authors attribute 
°pinj0n Jneanings to these terms. Differences in 
'•1 the inH°°Ut '10w t*le learning process takes place 
'0 curri 'vitlual can be reflected in the approaches 
slrUcti0n 1Um devel°Pment, course design, and in- 
S°luüon t Penning. As a course is an educational 
a questj ° a Pr°blem, or an educational answer to 
Perceive°nu *s °f great interest how the designer 
5°futionS t3e fearning process that makes part of that 
°f these °r answer. In the following sections a variety 
discuSsePercePtions and their related approaches are

1. Approaches to Course Design

We will review the following approaches: a systematic 
approach (Tyler), a deliberative approach (Walker), 
an artistic approach (Eisner), a cognitive approach 
(Posner), and a constructive approach (Winn). In a 
separate section, elements of the various approaches 
are combined and applied to course design in a 
corporate setting.

1.1 A Systematic Approach
The systematic approach to course design follows 
directly from the work of the prominent American 
curriculum scholar Tyler. He was invited to construct a 
comprehensive outline of the questions to be answered 
and the steps to be taken in developing a monumental 
curriculum project including the program of instruc
tion. What later became known as the “Tyler rationale” 
(Tyler 1949) started as a framework to guide the 
efforts of participating schools in their development 
of new curricula. Tyler (1966) States: “As the project 
began, the schools encountered great difficulty in iden- 
tifying the problems to be attacked and in organizing 
and assigning task forces to work on these curriculum 
projects. There seemed to be little in common among 
the schools in their uses of terms, in the emphasis given 
to the subject fields, to student needs, and to social 
demands, and there was no clear-cut way in which the 
educational philosophies of the schools and theories of 
learning were considered.” These conditions led to the 
original statement of the four divisions of curriculum 
inquiry (Tyler 1949).

1. What educational purposes should the school 
seek to attain?

2. What educational experiences can be provided 
that are likely to attain these purposes?

3. How can these educational experiences be effec- 
tively organized?

4. How can we determine whether these purposes 
are being attained?

For gathering information on the objectives (Ques- 
tion 1), Tyler recommends the following sources: 
studies of the learner (individual), studies of contem- 
porary life (society), and suggestions from subject 
specialists (content), along with employment of a 
philosophy of education and a theory of learning. 
The specific emphasis on stating objectives (Question 
1) grew out to an expanding culture of behavioral 
statements on learning outcomes. Long before Tyler
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formulated his rationale, it was among others Bobbitt 
(1918 pp. 42-43) who drew attention to the analy- 
sis of what is needed in educational systems: “The 
curriculum-discoverer will first be an analyst of hu- 
man affairs . . . .  This requires only that one go out 
into the world of affairs and discover the particulars 
of which these affairs consist.” The systematic and 
analytical approach to course design, as advocated 
by Bobbitt and Tyler, has led to design procedures 
that are still dominant and that heavily rely on 
needs assessment, task analysis, stating instructional 
objectives, matching assessment instruments, and de- 
vising appropriate instructional strategies. Programed 
instruction and computer-assisted instruction probably 
would not have come to development without the 
founding work of Tyler. Authoritative course design 
procedures that stem from Tyler’s rationale are among 
others Taba’s Curriculum Development: Theory and 
Practice (Taba 1962), Briggs’ Instructional Design: 
Principles and Applications (Briggs 1977), Tracey’s 
Designing Training and Development Systems (Tracey 
1984), Dick and Carey’s The Systematic Design of 
Instruction (Dick and Carey 1990), and Branson and 
Grow’s Instructional Systems Development (Branson 
and Grow 1987). The initial four questions of the Tyler 
rationale have been elaborated upon and developed 
into impressive volumes of design procedures. The 
logical and rational step-by-step approach, including 
the iterative use of feedback from formative evalu- 
ation, is characteristic of most of these systematic 
design procedures.

1.2 A Deliberative Approach
In practice, course design often does not show the 
step-by-step approach as advocated in the previous 
section. Walker (1971, 1990) observed many course 
planners and identified three basic planning phases: 
platform, deliberation, and design. On the basis of 
these findings, he developed a framework for the 
process of curriculum planning for which he used the 
term “naturalistic model.” This model is not a model 
of how course design should take place, but how it 
occurs in reality when planners meet and try to put 
together the elements for successful learning events. 
In the “platform phase,” participants talk, discuss, 
and argue about their beliefs, “conceptions,” theories, 
aims, images, and potential procedures concerning the 
project. When a group achieves clarity and consensus 
about these constituent elements of the platform, they 
move into the phase of deliberation. Walker’s model 
specifies that the process of deliberation includes iden- 
tifying relevant facts, generating alternative courses 
of action in light of precedents, considering the costs 
and consequences of all alternatives, and choosing 
the most defensible alternative. The platform and 
deliberative phases involve intensive exchanges of 
ideas and beliefs. Reaching consensus is essential

for moving into the design phase. However, reachinë 
consensus can become an extremely difficult taste 
especially when participants hold to their adversativc’ 
beliefs, or when they do not survive the frustration 0 
emerging chaos. When the planning group do reaC 
consensus about the most defensible alternative 1J’ 
course design, they move into the design phase whic 
includes decision-making about specific subjects, i” 
structions, teaching materials, and other activities th 
the planners advise. In the process of course destg 
it is extremely important that participants make the* 
individual beliefs and values explicit as well as the> 
perceptions of the instructional task and their assef 
tions about how to proceed. The importance of ^  
deliberative approach is that it recognizes the varieJ 
of beliefs, aims, and images that participants in a pt0 
ject on course design adhere to and that may frustra  ̂
a rational and linear design process. Walker’s mod6 
also offers guidelines for reaching consensus and 
how to proceed when this does not happen. ^

The importance of deliberation has been stress6 
by several other authors. Banathy (1987 p. 93) statos 
that “the process of arriving at better decisions is D°j 
a process of optimization. It is rather a process 0 
negotiation among those with different points of vi6 
and value systems in order to find a satisfying so|uf 
tion.” This calls for a participative design where maJ 
stakeholders are involved. Banathy (1987) emphash® 
an iterative and spiraling design process where 1
designer may pass several times through the vartoUs
phases of the design cycle. Design approaches that
combine participative deliberation and iterative Pra 
cedures advocate prototyping as a vehicle for cour 
design. Gentry (1994 p. 160) defines a prototype as 
functional version of an instructional unit usuallyin
unfinished state, whose effectiveness and efficiency
can be tested.” It offers users an opportunity to find 
what they do not like about the proposed unit, wh* ,

eedeu;is often easier than exactly indicating what is nee“'0f 
Prototyping can be regarded as a practical way 
organizing deliberation among relevant stakeholde L

1.3 An Artistic Approach
hd°'Eisner’s ideas on course design are based on P11̂ . 

sophical statements that social reality is not , 
jective but subjective, constructed, multiple- 
negotiable. Therefore, the decision-making p6°c p. 
about curricula resembles very much an artist’s 
proach to reality. Teacher-curriculum planners p°r ^  
their views of reality and the students choose I*j 
to modify their own views (Eisner 1975). Inst..,gi 
of the monomatic orthodoxy of empirical-analy* . 
approaches, Eisner advocates the artistry of teaC. 0js 
that offers a variety of new assumptions and met*1 ^e 
that appreciate the richness of educational practice^  
objects to the rigid use of predeterminded behavl g{ 
objectives and offers strong arguments for the us6
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imr>reSS'Ve °bject'ves (Eisner 1985) that describe the 
advonanCe an “educational encounter.” Eisner also 
abn Cat6S an art û* process of arriving at consensus 
bec CUrr'culum priorities where various participants 
ly !*!e lr>volved in dialogue and discourse. He strong- 
Co Jects to the traditional selection of academie 
°p nt ar|d favors that a wide variety of learning 
qUir0rtUnhies must be provided to students. This re- 
im es tbat teachers become engaged in “educational 
yarj 'nat*°n” to transform the planned curriculum into 
n[tjes ’ meaningful, and satisfying learning opportu- 
that f°r students. Eisner’s artistic approach demands 
curr many of the most important decisions about the 
whoCUlum *3e made in the classroom by the teacher 
ence enacts it and who observes how students experi- 
ena !t' ^ *s undeniable that in this artistic view the 
emD, . and experienced curriculum receives greater 
'hore aSlS t*lan tke formally planned curriculum in the 
Hou, SyStematic and logic-rational design approaches. 
act(,a,Ver’ Eisner offers very few guidelines for the 
rerna' p*anning process. The teacher in the classroom 
and tke key figure who enacts the curriculum 
apPr , rs specific learning experiences. In fact, this 
design C” ^uesti°ns the relevance of scientific course

raised °n*y *n f°rmal education were discussions 
eg[es °n tke limitations of deterministic design strat- 
“the 1 n Pr*vate enterprises where concepts such as 
Put 0naln n̂8 organization” emerge, much emphasis is 
and th <a'a*°ëue (Senge 1990), the use of metaphors, 
The e Process of “imaginization” (Morgan 1993). 
reCOp ?ect °f “artistry” in curriculum design can be 
the p j " ^  tke work of Schön (1987), who studied 
inipor, essi°nal education of architects. The minor 
the w a?Ce tke formal curriculum is reflected in 
author ^ ' erdsma and Swieringa (1992). These 
and e S strongly object to a rigid blueprint thinking 
°rgan C0llrage a discovery process that enables an 

lzation to find out where they are heading.

1.4
^  Cognitive Approach

task” *^82) introducés the concept of the “curricular 
devei0 at 0̂rms dte core °f an approach to curriculum 
Psycho|ment and course design based on cognitive 
rrtodej ° /y an<̂  a complementary conceptual change 
this Co ° . rationality. An important characteristic in 
tatipp ®nd've approach is that the students’ interpre- 
ettgas 1 tae curricular tasks and their subsequent task 
T'his g ^eut determine what and how much they learn. 
jlstru Paasis on eogudive operations instead of on 
^ terest'°na* acdv>ties is reflected by Posner’s greater 
h) achj ln students’ problem-solving processes than 
c°nstrueVement lesting. Students shape their tasks or

b D r n K l p T Y l  p n o o a n  / \ «  f l i Q  K n  n i  o  r \-P  f U a t t *n0ris I^Problem spaces on the basis of their interpre- 
°f past 1 tae task environment against the background 
eXtertlai exPerience, the availability of internal and 

resources, the costs and benefits of engage- 
and their purpose of being in the situation.

hients.

The cognitive approach is based on a thorough 
understanding of how knowledge is organized to per- 
mit storage, retrieval, and utilization of knowledge, 
and how a person’s previous experience and existing 
knowledge affect perceptions, communication, learn
ing, and performance of tasks (Posner 1978). The book 
Course Design: A Guide to Curriculum Development 
for Teachers (Posner and Rudnitsky 1986) offers 
a framework that apparently follows a rational and 
linear process of goal setting, instructional planning, 
and evaluation in a manner that many other design 
approaches in the systematic tradition do. However, 
considerable attention is given to the technique of 
conceptual mapping. A conceptual map is a chart de- 
picting the relationships between the important ideas 
with which the content of a course deals. The map 
describes the organization of understandings in the 
course. The techniques of conceptual mapping, the or
ganization of cognitive elements into an instructional 
focus, and the sequencing of the units of the course 
reflect the cognitive approach most clearly. In the 
design process of courses based on conceptual maps, 
the analysis of curricular tasks and the relationships 
between their cognitive components play a crucial 
role. Patrick (1991, 1992) describes many techniques 
for conducting task analysis that focus on human 
information processing, metacognitive skills, and in- 
ferential reasoning, which support course design in 
this cognitive approach.

1.5 A Constructivistic Approach
A central idea in constructivism is that students con
struct knowledge for themselves. From a radical point 
of view, knowledge construction implies that each 
person knows the world in a different way, that there 
is therefore no shared objective knowledge to teach 
about, and consequently that instructional analysis and 
prescription make no difference to what students learn 
(Winn 1993). From an extreme perspective, there is 
nothing that instructional designers can do to affect 
students’ understanding and behavior if knowledge is 
entirely constructed by students. If constructivists are 
right that students do not react in predictable ways 
to instruction and that what is taught has no factual, 
conceptual, rule-based, or procedural foundation in the 
real world, it is pointless to design courses. However, 
not all constructivists take this radical position.

The main constructivist criticism of course design 
concerns its reductionistic analysis, the presupposition 
as if there were an objective reality, the belief in 
deterministic prescriptions based on the assumption 
that changes in behavior and knowledge can be pre- 
dicted, and finally that carefully designed instruction 
is replicable. Constructivism holds that learning is 
a process of building up structures of experiences. 
Learners do not transfer knowledge from the external 
world into their memories, rather they create inter- 
pretations of the world based upon past experiences
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and their interactions in the actual world (Cunningham 
1992a, 1992b). In the constructivist view a course 
should provide contexts and assistance that will aid the 
individual in making sense of the environment as it is 
encountered (Duffy and Jonassen 1992). The extreme 
constructivists reject course design methods as these 
assume an invalid idea about knowledge acquisition. 
The evident autonomy of learners in knowledge con- 
struction makes it difficult if not impossible to predict 
how they will learn or to plan instructional activities 
(Winn 1992). However, their alternative is not very 
well-developed yet. One of the few examples of 
constructivist design is offered by Spiro et al. (1992) 
in the form of cognitive flexibility hypertexts, and 
refers to the design of nonlinear computer learning 
environments. The basic characteristics are “landscape 
crisscrossing,” requiring rearrangement of instruc
tional sequences, multiple dimensions of knowledge 
representation, and multiple interconnections across 
knowledge components. Winn (1993) States that as 
people communicate with each other all the time, 
meaning must therefore be shared. Thus, deciding 
what concepts mean becomes a social activity. Accept- 
ance of the social nature of understanding opens the 
way for course design. Learning, then, is conceived to 
be synonymous with acculturation, and is encouraged 
through practices no different from those found in 
societies having no formal system of schooling. The 
educational process may stress the process of making 
meaning rather than the end of arriving at a particular 
understanding.

Lowyck and Elen (1993) assert that the transition 
in the theoretical foundations of course design toward 
constructivism requires us not only to change the 
design prescriptions but also to consider and inves- 
tigate the mental models and cognitive skills of the 
instructional designer. It seems as if a constructivistic 
approach to design is a contradiction in terms. Un- 
der constructivism, students select and develop their 
own learning strategies, and often their own goals 
and objectives. What should there still be designed? 
The constructivistic approach probably offers help in 
complex, ill-structured domains of advanced know
ledge. The design will focus on providing flexible 
and varying amounts of guidance to learners who find 
their own way in constructing their own knowledge. 
Constructivism should also be regarded as a strong 
reaction against the presumed predictability of learn
ing outcomes by the use of rigid design procedures as 
advocated in behaviorist traditions.

2. A Curriculum Consistency Approach for  
Corporate Course Design
In organizations many kinds of educational needs 
arise. New employees have to socialize in their new 
environment and acquire the competencies to per- 
form their tasks. Changing technology, restructuring 
the work environment, and setting strategie goals all

require adaptation which involves learning that hâ  
to be organized. Since competition and econorn' 
reasons demand effective and efficiënt procedures t 
facilitating the desired learning, there is a strong nee 
for planning devices in corporate education. The euf 
riculum consistency approach (Kessels 1993, Kesse 
and Plomp 1996) offers a synthesis of systemat' 
approaches as advocated by Tyler and his followeT; 
as well as of the deliberative approach as descrit>e 
by Walker. The consistency approach is based on t". 
Principal assumptions: a curriculum or course shou 
be internally and externally consistent.

Internal consistency means that the constituent cut 
riculum elements (such as the problem to be solve 
the goals, the desired improvement in performanc^ 
the competencies and skills needed, the assessffle

Figure 1
Internal curriculum consistency
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the rUrnentS’ required learning environment, and 
a | suPPorting materials) should be interrelated in 
con ^1Ca* and rati°nal way. The concept of internal 
ofT1?tency huüds on to the systematic approaches 
p0 y er (t949), Tracey (1984), Romiszowski (1981), 
Ka?ner and Rudnitsky (1986), and Rothwell and 
f0r aaas (1992) (see Fig. 1). It offers procedures 
pr , | Planning of time and resources, systematic 

g ern solving, and cost calculations. 
shoi ih rna* consistency implies that the stakeholders 
Pfohl Ŝ are homogeneous notions about what the 
win j®111 or question to be addressed is and how it 
Po e solved or answered. The stakeholders in cor- 
an(j ,e settings are top management, local managers 
and SUPervts°rs, designers, trainers, coaches, trainees, 
c0r)S|Sornetimes even clients. The need for external 
that leaenCy emerges as soon as one acknowledges 
Rot e earninê is not restricted to the classroom and 
of e ctusively controlled by the trainer. The concept 
Pow fFnâ  consistency refers to the assumption that 
clas rtu‘ learning processes not only take place in the 
rneni °0rn but also in the day-to-day work environ- 

' Learning occurs the moment employees become 
in working on their tasks and interacting with 

evena®Ues> managers, clients, and artifacts. We could 
envir ar®Ue that the learning processes in the work 
and n nrrient should be considered to be more powerful 
irtg e rsistent than those in an artificially created train- 
ertabl Vlronment. The concept of external consistency 
organes an organization to transform into a learning 
ackoo ation (Pedler et al- 199)’ Senge 199°)- The 
°PPort edgment thtit the organization offers powerful 
op c Un'ties to learn is seen as a prerequisite to devel- 
survjv6 c°mPetencies, which enable an organization to 
1̂ 94) eJ n a competitive world (Hamel and Prahalad 
felated ae concePt external consistency is closely 
op^ to a relational approach in curriculum devel- 
refers an<l course design. This relational approach 
of ^ to the developer’s activities in the domain 
gair,jn lr|terpersonal dynamics of decision-making, 
relatu Commltment, involvement, and support. The

^gaged 
c°Ue;

hcui
atte:

>onal
urn approach is based on the notion that cur- 

111 development is a social enterprise with all thev * v p u ib in  ib a  b u t ia i  t u i e r  p u s t ;  w n i i  a u  u it;

huma n§ Potentialities and obstacles associated with 
ValUes's.engaged in social interaction. The interests, 
ferentj' ldeo'°gies> priorities, role functions, and dif- 
'uterac'f6^ resP°nsibilities form the contours of the 
•urn j 10l)al and dynamic context in which curricu- 
aPproaeChSi°ns are made (Gay 1986). The relational 
(19%) h jncorP°rates major elements of Walker’s 
c°ntain ,e**herative approach. The relational approach 
'ncident ,procedures f°r project management, critical 
Eleipg s techniques, dialogues, and decision-making. 
analySlss °f the traditional systematic approach like 
aRd m ’ S°al setting, instructional strategy design, 
relati^„ 'irial development can be incorporated in a 

T5°nal mode.
Cor,sideC°kŜ Stency approach to course design leaves 

rable space for the application of cognitivist

and constructivist perspectives when it comes to 
creating actual learning environments. In fact, the con
sistency approach invites decision-makers, designers, 
trainers, and trainees to become involved in a learning 
process that enables the construction of new know- 
ledge about how to solve ill-defined problems in an 
organization. Eventually, the development process of 
educational provisions may become a more important 
learning process "for an organization than the product 
of the program design is going to offer. The con- 
jectures underlying the consistency approach and the 
design standards that support this approach have been 
empirically tested in a large-scale research project. 
Thirty-seven private and nonprofit organizations par- 
ticipated in this study, which included 45 curriculum 
projects in a great variety of subject matter domains. 
Besides the validation of the design standards, the 
main conclusion of the study was that educational 
provisions in organizations become effective when 
their internally consistent programs are embedded in 
an externally consistent environment (Kessels 1993, 
Kessels and Plomp 1996).

These conclusions could also shed new light on 
implementation problems that occur when introducing 
new courses in the context of formal education. 
Therefore, it might be interesting to apply elements of 
the consistency approach to course design in formal 
educational settings.

3. Conclusion
In the previous sections we portrayed five approaches 
to course design. Each approach holds a particular 
perspective that determines the kind of help that is 
offered to guide a student or trainee in the acquisition 
of knowledge about the world and the development of 
competencies to deal with this world. Some authors 
strongly focus on the products that should support 
such help. In the systematic approaches the procedures 
lead toward the efficiënt production of blueprints 
for instruction, materials, and control devices. Other 
authors, in particular in the deliberative and artistic 
approaches, value the articulation of the beliefs, ideas, 
images, and priorities that underlie the educational 
decision-making process.

In the cognitivist tradition the representation of 
the knowledge acquisition process plays an important 
role. Therefore, mental mapping and sequencing of 
instructional focuses are central in the accompanying 
strategies for course design. In the constructivistic 
approach, varying from mild to extreme positions, the 
common point of reference is that there is no objective 
knowledge that can be transferred to learners. Learn- 
ers construct their own meaning of the world, and 
therefore the learning takes place on the basis of past 
experiences in interaction with the environment. Ex
treme constructivists reject the idea of course design as 
a reductionist and predetermined activity that inhibits 
learning. Mild constructivists accept the idea of course
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design as long as it offers learners coaching on request 
with multiple dimensions of knowledge representation 
and allows for multiple connections across knowledge 
components.

The curriculum consistency approach, elaborated 
for the context of corporate education, combines 
elements from the systematic design approaches with 
considerations that are characteristic for the delibera- 
tive approach. The basic assumption is that learning 
in an organization does not exclusively occur in 
a training situation confined to the classroom. The 
organization as a whole is considered as a learning 
environment. Therefore, the major actors in that en
vironment should share coherent ideas about what the 
question is to be answered and how learning processes 
will play a role in solving that problem. Educational 
provisions should be consistent in themselves and 
embedded in an externally consistent environment. 
The design process is regarded as a crucial learning 
strategy for the organization as it offers the par- 
ticipants an opportunity to construct new knowledge 
about the nature of the problems under study and 
about to process needed to solve these problems. The 
curriculum consistency approach is closely related to 
the emerging concepts of the learning organization and 
the knowledge economy.

See also: Systems Approach to Design and Development
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